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NC-'IVP CLAP'S: 

The Deadbroke property is situated on the north side of Riocktail 

Gulch, two riles from the City of Deadwood, Lawrence County, South Da ota. 

It consists of six lode mining claims, aggregating 65,5 acres locat-
0 # # . 

ed in a body, approximately 1,000 foot wide by 3,500 feet long, he greater 

dimension.is in the direction of the dip of the deposit and in line with anti

cipated extension of the present system of development, 

" DIGI*Tt 

In addition to tho mining claims, there is a water right of ample 

capacity, w! lc^hr>ldo priority In Blacktail Gulch and its principal tributaries. 

The property is accessible from Deadwood over a well-traveled car

riage roacl. It is adjoined by other mines of great value and favorable records. 

G 2 0 L 0 0 Y 

From the Blacktail Gulch the surface rises rapidly northward, while 

the ore measures dip slightly in the same direction, thus constantly carrying 

the workings to a greater 'vortical distance from the surface. 

Tho overlying rock is quartz porphyry. The underlying formation Is 

the upturned edges of the ah los which dip towards' the east at an an.-le of 50 

degrees and have a strike comfortable to tho longest dimension of the Readbroke 

property. 
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It la Interesting to note that the Honestake mine occurs in these 

shales less than one mile southward and projection of the line of strike of 

its ore measures would seem to carry through the Deadbroke. 

BED OF C 01'GI.0? 'EH A TBS: 

Between the porphyry end schist there is • bed of quartz conglomer

ate that is the feature of the property. Its total thickness, as determined 
4 

by development in adjoining- property and b y outcrops visible on the surface, 

is fifty feet. 

During the period of extremely profound volcanic eruption, which 

occurred throughout the region, the conglomerates were subjected .to horizon-
4 ' 

tal flssurtnr, Into which wore forced sheets of porrhyry which now form the 
/ • 

so-called roofs of the mln r*s workings. These sheets of eruptive rock vary 

in thickness from a few inches to several feet and occur from 10 to 20 feet 

apart, giving the conglomerate a bedded structure. They also account for 

what appears to be an upper deposit of ' ho conglomerate but what in reality 

is a portion of the true bod separated from it by a porphyry Intrusion. 

D E V E L O P M E N T  

'"'HE MI TP-: l 

The mine is reached from the surface through a tunnel 380 fe t long. 

At the end of the tur nel an incline : as been sunk on a grade of 31 per cent. 

At about 100 foot in depth the incline pierces the top of the lower ore measure. 

t 160. feet it reaches the schist foot-wall and continues at an average dip of 

6 degrees and bearing .towards the center of the property for 750 feet. From 

its breast a cross-cut has been driven eastward 400 feet. Beginning at the 

point where the incline first finds the foot-wall, an Irregular chamber has 

been stoped out for a length of 480 feet and an average width of 50 feet and• 

height of 8 feet. From a point on the west side of the stone and central to 

the mine a drift has been driven west 75 feet. 



COTTTIHUITY OF THK OPS! 

In the Minerva Mine, which adjoins the Readbroke on the east, ex

tensive work has been done. A drift 400 feet long In that property, near the 

joint side line, serves to show the continuity of t e ore In that direction. 

The Incline and cast cross-cut have been driven as for as possible 
0 * 

to maintain even grades, and as the bed rock is quite irregular, it has in a 

few places been cut and shows part way up the sides of the drifts; at these 

places drill holes have been made in the roof to the distance of 5 or 6 feet. 

Kowhere has the top of the ore been reached, the distance drilled being limit

ed to the length of drill that could be used in the snare of the drift. 

The west cross-cut is' entirely in ore. "ovcrol caveins have occurred 

in the s to re, demonstrating the t what was formerly token for the top of the ore-

body was in reality only a horizontal parting and exposing 8 or 10 feet more 
* * 

ore with the new roof still of the s- me material, Fix drill holes, 6 feet deep, 

were made at the highest points without reaching the upper limits of the ore. 

T H E  O R E  D E P O S I T .  

ClARACT UTTIC OF ""HE COHOTX)!" RAT Si 

A characteristic of the conglomerate beds of the Black Hills Is the 

"tale" sea • that occur parallel to the dip- of the formation. bey arc in 

thickness from mere sea? s to several inches and are com osed of decomposed 

porphyry. For this reason they have frequently been mistaken for the porphyry 

roof of the ore measures. 

The Minerva Claim, which adjoins the"Deadhroke on the east and which 

is extensively "developed, has three times been abandoned and left *o cave. 

Btib tint* the-cove-in has exposed ore of greater thickness than that which 

had be-n removed, until the total height reached Is more than fifty feet* 

Other neighboring pronor ties that were worked continuously for twenty years 

passed through (limp experience. 

^ <==»£ -Lji. A*"-tJjj do 
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The roof has boon found to be regular In Its-dip ana strike, while 

the bed rock is, from its nature, less smooth, and is the uncertain element in 

estimating the thickness of the ore. I do not see any evidence that there are 

especial shoots In this deposit, but conclude that, it Is continuous in every 

direction to the limits of the area formerly occupied by the auriferous grav

els of which it is evidently composed. 1"hore the up-turned edges of the under

lying shale is ragged and project upward, it is thin; where there • re depres

sions in the shale, it is thick; otherwise it will have its normal thickness, 

which the general development of the region would indicate to be not les than 

SO feet. 

It occurs at a horizon considerable above the bed of the streams, and 

cuts through the hill-tops with a regular dip toward the north. South of the 

Deadbroke it has been nearly mined out to the southern limits of the Pomestake 

property. Northward the country rises, bringing the volley bottoms above the 

horizon of the conglomerate, the overlaying porphyry increasing In thickness 

to several hundred feet. 

O R E  I N  S I G H T .  

It Is apparent that the usual methods of calculation will not apply 

to this deposit in estimating the ore in sight. The usual vein phenomena are 

here entirely absent, '"he conglo* ©rates assume more nearly the characteris

tics of a member in the general geological structure of the region, while the 

values are locally somewhat uncertain, experience over a vast area has demon

strated that one day*s mill run will not differ materially from that of any 

other day, 

OR! BLOCKED OUT; 

Hi© Deadbroke Oroup^ is situated central to the trend of the deoosit, 

and neighboring development 'as shown the width of the ore beds to be great-
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er than that of the width of this property. It is likely that it will bo 

found to extend over nearly all of the territory covered by the Croup. It 

extends south of the point where discovered in the incline, and shows the same 

strength in the outer drifts and cross-cuts that it does in the central portion 

around the old stone. The roof of the ston© shows a quantity equal to that al

ready removed. There is an area 790 f oet long by an average of 550 feet wide 

that has been exposed practically on four sides, by the cross-cuts and incline 

and by the work in the adJoin'ng Tinerva Claims. I have assumed the average 

thickness of ore remaining to be fifteen feet, which Is considerably less than 

my measurements would seem to justify. "His block alone will yield 376,500 tana 

V A L U E  O F ,  O R E  I N  S I G H T ,  

KETUQD p m j)FT RMTI.ir f V/,LUK O F 0 *?Et 

Two methods of determining the value per ton of the ore available for 

immediate production have been employed. The f irst was to take samples of the 

piles broken each day by the minor's blasts as the work of development prorresfl

ed. By this method, 615 samples were taken that yielded an overawe per ton 

value of #5,97. 
* 0 

The second method, and the one adopted during my e xamination, was 

to break from the walls of the drifts and stopes at intervals of twenty feet, 

fifty to one hundred rounds of ore. This sample, after being crushed to the 

proper fineness, was reduced by quartering to a quantity suitable for the assay-

or. By t his method 110 samples were taken, which averaged "5.35 por ton. 

The development of the Peadbroke has been made m ostly by lessees 

whose thought was more of the present than the future. It is available for 

the ">umose of showing the extent and value of the deposit, hut will require 

some s traightening and widening, as well as a bettor connection with the 

surface, When these improvomenta have boon made, the cost of mining will be 



11.25 per ton. To this must be added a oh rg® of 25 eents per ton for exten

sion and replacements. 

The u ual cost of milling similar material in that vicinity is 
4* 

fifty cents per ton, 

Experience of neighbor in grills and of a sr.a] 1 mill, formerly operat

ed on the Peadbroke ore, warrants the expectation of a saving of at least 80 

per cent of the total value. 

NET PROFIT OF THE ORE: 

The oh rges and profits per ton arc as follows, viz: 

Fining 1.25 
Explorations .25 
Milling .50 
loss, 20 per cent 1.05 
Profit 2.20 

$5.25 

The net profit on the 876,500 tons nor; available will be 1608,500.00 

The above calculation is based on a daily capacity of 200 tons, which 

is an amount that the mine could furnish without difficulty. 

M I L L I N G .  

CYANIDE POCEGSt 

An immense quantity of the Black Dills conglomerates have been treat

ed by stamp amalgamation. Records of the results have not been kept, but it is 

certain that the saving has seldom exceeded 3.50 per ton. That there is a pro

fit is evidenced by the amount f work that has been done. As the gold Is only 

partially free, the'loss must have equalled the saving, Recently the cyanide 

process has boon found especially favorable for this mat rial, which is por

ous, p rmitting the dissolving solutions to penetrate it without fine crushing. 

The routine of the orocess is to pass the ore through an ordinary Jaw 

rock-breaker, then to crushing rolls where it is reduced to a size permitting 



its passage through a ocreon of one-fourth inch nosh. , ; ,roia the screen of 

the Doadbroke mill site admits of moving the ore by gravity, and leaves ample 

fall beneath the tanks to insure the rapid economical evacuation of the ex

hausted material. 
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(Signed) Oliver Matthews, 1# M# 
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